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Figure 1: Comparsion of vowel allocations between the pro-
posed MCCS-2 and MCCS-1 in the previous work [16].

[13, 14, 15].
Recently, a new Mandarin Chinese CS system (MCCS) was

proposed for Mandarin Chinese [16], which is called MCCS-1
in the current paper. In this system, a key approach that all the
compound finals starting with i [i], u [u], ü [y] are coded by
semi-consonants [j], [w], [4] was proposed to reduce the num-
ber of vowels from 35 to 15. This is because the compound
finals are coded by hand shapes instead of hand positions. Then
each of remained 15 vowels is allocated to one specific hand
position, without using any hand slides1 to code diphthongs or
compound finals. This system satisfies two main criteria [17]
that: 1) hand and lips coding should be complementary (i.e.,
the phonemes which have similar lip shape should be distin-
guished by different hand shapes or hand positions); 2) cuers
should spend as less as possible energy to code.

To the best of our knowledge, there are no research works
concerning the CS system optimization based on the cuer’s hand
kinematics analysis. However, some works are dedicated to the
kinematics and kinetics of hand or arm movements in other re-
lated domains. For example, it was studied the hand movement
towards a target in [18, 19, 20], and the kinematic features of
the arm movements were studied in [21, 22, 23]. Particularly, in
[24], Grujic and Bonkovic described measurement and analysis
of human hand kinematics, and [25] analyzed kinematic param-
eters for handwriting. Moreover, Nelson [26] described in de-
tail physical principles for economics of skilled movements, in
which the jaw movements during speech were analyzed. In-
spired by these studies, we adopted three fundamental kine-
matic parameters, i.e. time duration, motion trajectory length,
tangential speed to the study of the CS cuer’s hand movement.

In order to demonstrate that MCCS-1 system which does
not use hand slides, possess advantages over systems in which

1Hand moves from one position to another.

Abstract
Recently, a pilot Mandarin Chinese Cued Speech (MCCS) 

system, called MCCS-1 was proposed with a main character-
istic that each vowel is coded by only one specific h and po-
sition, without using any hand slides to code diphthongs. In-
deed, hand slides are also used in some other languages of CS to 
code diphthongs. In order to demonstrate that the MCCS-1 sys-
tem possesses real advantages over systems using hand slides, 
in this work, we first p ropose a  n ovel M CCS-2 b y introduc-
ing hand slides to code diphthongs, and a “push out move” for 
ending consonants [n] or [ng] of nasalized vowels. Then, we 
present a multi-parameter hand complexity measure method to 
compare MCCS-1 and MCCS-2 by measuring three kinematic 
parameters, which are the time duration of words realization, 
hand move trajectory length and average speed of hand move-
ments. Moreover, the first MCCS corpus for these two systems 
is recorded by three speakers specifically for this w ork. A sta-
tistical analysis of this database shows a superior performance 
of MCCS-1 since it costs less time and takes a shorter hand 
move trajectory length than MCCS-2. A strong correlation is 
observed between the complexity of hand movement and the 
time duration of word realization.
Index Terms: Mandarin Chinese Cued Speech, hand slides, 
kinematic parameters, time duration, trajectory length.

1. Introduction
Lip reading is one of the most common communication ways 
for deaf people, and it helps the deaf or hearing impaired peo-
ple access the spoken speech [1, 2]. However, there still exists a 
problem in lip reading caused by the similarity of labial shapes 
[3, 4] such as the ambiguity of vowel [y] and [u]. As a result, 
this problem makes it difficult for deaf or hearing impaired peo-
ple to access the spoken speech only by traditional oral educa-
tion [5].

Many methods have been proposed to overcome this prob-
lem up to now, and most of them use hand codings to provide 
additional information [6]. Cued Speech (CS) was invented by 
Dr. Cornett [7] in 1967 to make the hearing impaired people 
access spoken language easier. It exploits hand cues to com-
plement the lip reading in phonetic level. In this system, the 
hand coding (i.e., a combination of different hand shapes and 
positions near the face) complements the lip reading process to 
enhance the speech perception. More precisely, the hand shapes 
are used to code consonants, while the hand positions on one 
side of the face or the neck are used to code vowels. Nowa-
days, it is estimated that CS has been adapted to over sixty lan-
guages, such as English CS [8, 9, 10, 11, 12], and French CS
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hand slides are used, we propose an novel alternative Mandarin
Chinese CS system called MCCS-2 (see Fig. 1) using hand
slides to code diphthongs. Besides, to avoid additional hand po-
sitions to code nasalized vowels, their ending [n] and [ng] are
coded by two existing hand shape combined with a “push out
move”. To see the performances of MCCS-1 compared with
MCCS-2, under the above mentioned second criteria (the first
criterion is not considered since these two systems are both sat-
isfied), we present a multi-parameter hand complexity measure
method by comparing three kinematic parameters, which are
the time duration for the cuer to realize a word, the spatial tra-
jectory length of the hand movement, and the average speed of
hand movement.

2. A Novel Alternative Mandarin Chinese
CS System

All 35 Mandarin Chinese finals and their abbreviations are
listed in Table 1. Six of them are monophthongs (i.e., a, o, e, i,
u, ü). Four are diphthongs (see elements in gray background),
and five nasalized vowels2 (see elements in blue background).
Besides, there are 20 compound finals beginning with i, u, ü (see
elements in yellow, green and orange backgrounds). Note that
in this work, all monophthongs, diphthongs and nasalized vow-
els are referred to as vowels, while the rest are called compound
finals beginning with i, u, ü.

MCCS-2 is designed based on three considerations: 1) By
introducing hand slides, only 6 monophthongs are coded by 4
hand positions, as shown in Fig. 1 rather than 15 vowels coded
by 5 hand positions in MCCS-1. 2) If all diphthongs and com-
pound finals are coded by the hand slides, 24 hand slides would
be needed, which leads to a complicated CS system. To re-
duce this huge amount of hand slides, the method using i, u, ü
semi-consonant in MCCS-1 is inherited in MCCS-2, resulting
in only 8 hand slides. 3) To avoid introducing extra hand posi-
tions to code nasalized vowels, we propose to code the ending
consonants by a “push out” movement from two existing hand
shapes, so that nasalized vowels can be realized easily and con-
trastively.

Table 1: 35 Mandarin Chinese finals/vowels. Simple diph-
thongs in gray background are called type-1 vowels, diphthongs
beginning with i, u, ü in green are type-2 finals, simple nasal
vowels in blue are type-3 vowels, and compound nasalized vow-
els beginning with i, u, ü in orange are type-4 finals.

i u ü
a ia ua
o uo
e ie üe
ai uai
ei ui(=uei)
ao iao
ou iu(=iou)
an ian uan üan
en in(=ien) un(=uen) ün

ang iang uang
eng ing(=ieng) ueng
ong iong

2Nasalized vowels are composed of single vowels and an ending
consonant [n] or [ng].

Table 2: Composition of the corpus (40 words).

1-1 ai mei bao tou kao bei shou kai
1-2 sao cui hei niu kuai zou xiao mai
1-3 chai feng long zhao fen pei shan kou
1-4 cai guan pao qiang huang mei zhou bin
2-2 guai niao tui xiao xiu rui huai jiu
2-3 diu lang wai meng nan qiao dui kong
2-4 kuai dian gui lin xiao huang liu run
3-3 ben teng dong sang san pen song ban
3-4 qian fang guang fan rong jun ceng jing
4-4 chuang ming chuan jin zuan nian shun wen

3. Hand Complexity Measurement
To objectively describe the hand complexity in CS, we propose
a hand complexity measure method by considering mainly three
kinematic parameters, i.e., the word time duration, the trajectory
length, and the average speed of hand movement. In the follow-
ing , we firstly present our new database, and then introduce the
hand complexity measure method, which is used to analyse the
hand movements by the three measured kinematic parameters.

3.1. Database

The first MCCS corpus is specifically recorded based on
MCCS-1 and MCCS-2 by three native Chinese speakers (two
women and one man). CS videos are recorded in a room envi-
ronment with a camera in front the CS cuer.

In the corpus, single vowels, their combinations with i, u,
ü, and four Chinese tones are not considered since their coding
methods are the same for the two systems. For the rest, accord-
ing to their intrinsic features, we first divide them into 4 groups,
which are type-1 vowels, type-2 finals, type-3 vowels, type-4
finals (see Table 1). We then choose Chinese characters from
these 4 groups. Our corpus contains 40 words (see Table 2),
each composed of two characters. In fact there are ten possible
combinations (i.e., 1-1, 1-2, 1-3, 1-4, 2-2, 2-3, 2-4, 3-3, 3-4,
4-4). There are 4 words in each case, which are designed to
cover all vowels and consonants with a relative good balance.
Besides, to guarantee a smooth coding process, these words are
inserted in a fixed sentence structure. For example, concerning
the word gui lin, the sentence is zhe shi gui lin ma? Based on
the above mentioned text corpus, each sentence was coded in
the two MCCS systems, each containing 40 Mandarin Chinese
sentences. For video recording, frame rates are 30fs and the
RGB image size is 720×1280×3. In this recording, we assume
that all three CS cuers have similar proficiency on these two
systems to guarantee a fair comparison.

3.2. Measurement Method

For the time duration T of a word, the selected time interval is
[t1, t2] and T = t2 − t1, where t1 is the beginning instant of
the second word shi in each sentence, and t2 is the beginning
instant of the last word ma in each sentence.

Concerning the hand movement trajectory length L, we first
manually determine the hand back point for all images in the
corpus (about 16000 images). Then we apply the spline inter-
polation [27] to smooth the x and y position of these hand back
points. Since the distance between face and camera is variable,
we use the distance between two inner eye corner Deye of the
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Figure 2: Time duration measure for MCCS-1 in function of the
prior complexity level. (a): time duration for all 40 words (cuer
1). (b): time duration and the confidence interval for all three
cuers. The three bars for each cuer correspond to easy, middle
and difficult level, respectively.

cuer to normalize L:

L =

t2−t1∑

t=1

√
(xt+1 − xt)2 + (yt+1 − yt)2/Deye,

where (xt, yt) is the coordinate of the hand back position at
time t. The average tangential speed v =

√
v2x + v2y , where vx

and vy are the speed along x and y direction, determined by the
spline smoothing procedure.

3.3. Prior Complexity Indicator

Firstly, we present a prior knowledge on the corpus complexity.
One of the main complexities for CS cuer comes from the hand
shape change when coding a semi-consonant i.e., i, u, ü between
a preceded consonant and a following vowel. Therefore, if both
two characters of a word do not contain the semi-consonants,
this word is relatively easy to be realized. If only one of the
two characters contains semi-consonants, the complexity level
is middle. And if both two characters use semi-consonants, the
case is considered as difficult. Following this principle, we clas-
sify all ten groups (see Table 2) of words in three complexity
levels, which is shown in Table 3.

Table 3: Difficulty level of ten groups of words.

Easy 1-1, 1-3, 3-3
Middle 1-2, 1-4, 2-3, 3-4
Difficult 2-2, 2-4, 4-4

4. Experiment Results and Analysis
In this section, the complexity of these two systems will be ex-
amined mainly by the word time duration3 and hand move tra-
jectory length. We start with the MCCS-1 because its complex-
ity is only dominated by the hand shape changes when the cuer
uses semi-consonants to code i, u, ü, while MCCS-2 depends
on other factors as well. Then, hand complexity of the MCCS-2
and MCCS-1 will be compared.

3the time duration, and spatial trajectory length in this paper means
the average time duration (spatial trajectory length) of the words that
belongs to the same difficulty level.

4.1. Analysis on MCCS-1

Time Duration. Firstly, the time duration of the 40 words in
MCCS-1 for cuer 1 is shown in Fig. 2(a) according to the prior
complexity level (i.e., easy, middle and difficult). We can see a
significantly intra-group homogeneity for these three groups at
same complexity level. However, the time duration of different
complexity level are evidently different. It is shown in Fig. 2(b)
that the time duration increases successively dependent on the
easy, middle and difficult complexity levels for all three cuers.
The differences between these three groups are larger than their
95% confidence interval (CI), indicating that the differences be-
tween groups are statistically significant. These results show
that the complexity caused by the use of semi-consonants can
be well measured by the time duration.

Spatial Hand Move Trajectory Length. On the other
hand, we calculate the spatial trajectory length of hand move-
ment. The results grouped by the prior complexity level con-
cerning the cuer 1 is shown in Fig. 3(a). It shows a stronger vari-
ations compared with the time duration distribution in Fig. 2(a).
This is because the spatial length is more dependent on vowel
positions than the time duration. For all three cuers, the time
duration and the CI of the hand movement’ spatial trajectory
length corresponding to three difficulty levels are shown in
Fig. 3(b). We can see that globally the spatial trajectory length
are almost independent on the prior complexity level, although
an insignificant small variation can be observed for the cuer 1.
We hypothesize that all words in our database need the same
number of hand position changes when coding with MCCS-
1. This makes the hand movement length almost insensitive
to the difficulty levels, which is directly linked to the use of
semi-consonants. Fig. 3(b) shows that for different cuers, the
hand movement spatial trajectory length are rather different. It
is natural that each cuer has their personal movement characters,
resulting in a specific trajectory length.

Average Speed of Hand Movement. Concerning the av-
erage movement speed for all three speakers, the results are
shown in Fig. 4. For each cuer, the results are grouped by
the prior complexity levels. As the hand movement trajectory
length varies few with the complexity level, while the time du-
ration increases with the complexity level, it is natural that the
average speed decreases with the complexity level. This means
that for all CS cuers, when the task difficulty increases, the cuer
takes more time to accomplish the task while decreasing their
movement speed.

To sum up, the strong correlation between time duration
and the prior complexity level shows that the time duration is a
trustworthy measurement to indicate the difficulty of the cuers.
Moreover, it is more precise (weak CI) than other two measure-
ments and the results are more homogeneous for different cuers.

4.2. Comparison between MCCS-1 and MCCS-2

When comparing MCCS-2 with MCCS-1, two key questions
arise: 1) Do the hand slides used to code diphthongs in MCCS-
2 increase the hand complexity? 2) How does the ending con-
sonants [n] and [ng] for nasalized vowels affect the hand com-
plexity?

Time Duration. Time duration of the 40 words for MCCS-
2 with respect to MCCS-1, for all the three cuers and grouped
by prior complexity level, is presented in Fig. 5. Note that the
red bars corresponding to MCCS-2 are partially overlapped by
the blue bars of MCCS-1, so that only the exceeded parts (i.e.,
time duration increment of MCCS-2 with respoect to MCCS-1)
are visible. Globally, time duration increases significantly com-
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Figure 3: Trajectory length measure for MCCS-1 in function
of the prior complexity level. (a): trajectory length for all 40
words (cuer 1) and (b): trajectory length and the confidence
interval for all three cuers. The three bars for each cuer corre-
spond respectively to easy, middle and difficult level.
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Figure 4: Average speed measure for MCCS-1 in function of
the prior complexity level. (a): average speed for all 40 words
(cuer 1) and (b): average speed and the confidence interval
for all three cuers. The three bars for each cuer correspond
respectively to easy, middle and difficult level.

pared MCCS-2 with MCCS-1. More precisely, over 32 % for
cuer 1, over 64 % for cuer 2 and over 25 % for cuer 3. This
means that the cuers need to spend more time to realize each
word, showing a greater complexity of MCCS-2 than MCCS-
1. In fact, in MCCS-2, all diphthongs are coded using a hand
slide (from one position to another), and for nasalized vowels,
a “push out move” to code the ending consonant [n] or [ng].
These additional hand movements take more time to be accom-
plished, directly causing an increment in the word time dura-
tion.

On the other hand, for each cuer, we observe the time dura-
tion increment from the prior complexity level 1 (easy) to level
3 (difficult) is comparable for these two MCCS systems. In de-
tails, for cuer 1, this increment is 0.68s for MCCS-1 and 0.58s
for MCCS-2. For cuer 2, we can find 0.75s for MCCS-1 and
0.83s for MCCS-2. These two values are respectively 0.99s
and 0.69s for cuer 3. In fact, the time duration increment from
“easy” level to “difficult” level is directly caused by the use of
semi-consonants coding i, u, ü. Since this semi-consonants rule
is used for both the two systems, it appears natural that the time
duration increment for both two systems is similar.

Spatial Trajectory Length. We calculate the spatial trajec-
tory length of the 40 words for MCCS-2 with respect to MCCS-
1 for all three cuers. Similar to MCCS-1, hand movement tra-
jectory length is not very sensitive to prior complexity level for
MCCS-2. We can observe a global increase in the trajectory
length for MCCS-2 compared with MCCS-1. More precisely,
61% more for cuer 1, 73% for cuer 2 and 46% for cuer 3 (see Ta-
ble 4). In fact, four target positions are needed for each word in
MCCS-2 (due to the use of diphthongs and [n]/[ng]) rather than
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Figure 5: Time duration of all three cuers respectively for
MCCS-1 (blue) and MCCS-2 (red). For MCCS-2, only the parts
which exceed the blue bars are visible. The three bars for each
cuer correspond to easy, middle and difficult level, respectively.

two in MCCS-1, this naturally increases the trajectory length.
Average Speed of Hand Movement. Given that time dura-

tion and trajectory length of MCCS-2 increase compared with
MCCS-1, we are interested in how the average speed of hand
movement behaves. Only the global average speed of 40 words
are considered, without distinguishing prior complexity level.
The ratio of the average speed for MCCS-2 over that for MCCS-
1 (v2/v1) is shown in Table 4 for all three cuers. We can see
that compared with a relatively high ratios L2/L1 and T2/T1,
the ratio v2/v1 remains low for all three cuers. This seems to
show that when a cuer processes a complex system with addi-
tional hand movements, such as MCCS-2, they will spend more
time to complete the task, while maintaining a relatively con-
stant speed in hand movement. The slight variation observed
in hand movement speed is coherent with the fact that all three
cuers have almost the same proficiency for these two MCCS
systems in our experiment.

Table 4: Comparison of the time duration (T ), trajectory length
(L) and average speed (v) for MCCS-1 and MCCS-2. For each
cuer, three ratios i.e., T2/T1, L2/L1 and v2/v1 are calcu-
lated, showing the increment of these parameters for MCCS-2
with respect to MCCS-1.

cuer 1 cuer 2 cuer 3
T2/T1 1.32 1.64 1.25
L2/L1 1.61 1.73 1.46
v2/v1 1.21 1.05 1.17

5. Conclusion
In this work, a novel MCCS-2 using hand slides to code diph-
thongs, and a “push out move” to code nasalized vowels is
firstly proposed. Then we propose an objective hand complex-
ity measure method to compare MCCS-2 and MCCS-1 by three
kinematic parameters, which are time duration of words, spa-
tial trajectory length and the average speed. Evaluation on a
new specially recorded MCCS corpus by three CS cuers shows
that MCCS-2 costs more time for words realization (about 25%
to 64% increase compared with MCCS-1), and the trajectory
length of MCCS-2 is increased by 46% to 73% compared with
MCCS-1, showing a higher hand complexity. Besides, the hand
movement average speeds present a relatively small variation
(5% to 21%). The coherence of experimental results for all
three cuers shows the correctness of the proposed method to ob-
jectively compare the complexities of the two MCCS systems.
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